1. Introduction
We are a French company specialized in purchasing and selling machines for pharmaceutical,
cosmetic and perfume industries.
We are expert regarding second hand machines. These machines are completely overhauled
by our high qualified staff.
Our company was set up 30 years ago. We have a wide experience in our domain. We work
with France, of course, but also Europe and all through North Africa (Morocco, Algeria, and
Tunisia).
Today, our warehouse has an inventory of more than 400 machines.
We are located near Paris, just next to Charles de Gaulle airport.

2. Our warehouse
We are strategically located at 30 km from Paris and at 5 minutes away from Charles de Gaulle
airport. Regularly, we go and pick up our customers at the airport or at the station (RER BMitry-Claye).
Our warehouse is 2500 m² including offices, the workshop and the storage of our machines.

Outside:

Inside:

Our storage area:

Our spare parts:

Our workshop:
Our 5 technicians are highly qualified to repair the machines from top to bottom.

Our painting area:
We also have a painting area, in order to repaint the whole of our reconditioned machines. It’s
often our customers who choose the color of painting.

Our loading area:
We have a loading bridge up to 6 tons.

Our offices:
We have 3 departments: the management, the sales department, and administrative one.

3. Our work : before-after
Labeler SFE/AVERY ALX 910:

Mixer Colette GRAL 300:

Cartoner IWKA CP40:

Filler Marchesini ELF 100:

4. Our market
We are a familial company of 9 people. It consists in 2 management assistants, 1 sale director,
5 technicians and the chairman. We have a turnover of about 2 000 000 euros. We sell 50% in
France and the rest of it the abroad: mainly in Europe but also in the Maghreb countries
(Algeria, Marocco and Tunisia), and a little part is worldwide.
We have a wide experience in our domain thanks to our 30 years of experience on this market.
We are on the internet, please view us on our site: www.foy.fr.
You will be able to see the introduction of our company and the whole inventory. It is updated
everyday. We have a facebook page and also a page on youtube where we publish many videos
of how we recondition our machines.
We send our customers a newsletter every 2 or 3 months including our lastest machines in
stock.
We’ve gone to international packaging exhibition in France for 20 years.

